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Abstract— Electricity, the most usable form of energy is used

the energy consumption management to be controllable,
adjustable and predictable [1]. A prior billing is bound to do
away with the problems of unpaid bills and human error in
meter readings, thereby ensuring justified revenue for the
utility [2].
To resolve this issue, digital energy metering system has been
introduced but this technology is not capable of removing all
the problems mentioned earlier. There needs modification of
this system where instantaneous monitoring and digital billing
system have to be added.
In the traditional electro-mechanical and digital metering
system, electric energy is inspected by person and most often
they prepared the bill through assumption based on his history
of electricity consumption. Maybe the consumer has not
utilized the similar amount of electricity in the current month
as in the previous months for reasons such as, holidaying
elsewhere or being in the hospital, etc. This method of billing
is also not suitable for the electricity supply company because
it gives an inaccurate account of the overall power
consumption in the consumer's area and may ultimately result
in errors in future planning by the company [3]. Over the past
years, metering devices have gone through many
improvements and become more complicated with more
features and functions. Electromechanical Meter has very little
accuracy and lack of reconfigurability. There are so many
problems require utility companies to overcome such as
electricity theft, meter modifications and more. Furthermore,
meters are limited to provide the amount of energy
consumption on consumer’s premises [4]. Though there were
introduced pre-paid metering system in several areas in
Bangladesh, the monitoring system is not available and as the
unit has to buy before the usage, the consumers may not fix
the amount of unit which they have to buy and that's why
uninterrupted power is not ascertained[5]. Today most of the
utilities companies are looking for solutions to overcome these
disadvantages. The proposed system replaces traditional meter
reading methods and enables remote access to existing energy
meter by the authority. Also, it can monitor the meter readings
regularly without the person visiting each house. A GSM 900
module is integrated with electronic energy meter of each
entity to have remote access to the usage of electricity and
create a wireless network shown in Fig. 1.

widely through the whole world. With the evolution of modern
technology, the usage of electricity is escalating gradually. But
the production of electricity is confined due to deficiency of
resources. So power must be used in a concise way. In many
countries, electrical energy is measured by energy meter which is
inspected by a human. According to their inspection, the electric
bills are prepared and most often these are prepared on the basis
of assumption which could be inaccurate, costly, time-consuming
as well as error prone. Due to the absence of regular monitoring
system, sometimes consumer use electrical energy month after
month without paying any bill. Energy meter monitoring and
digital billing system is a kind of system which would be able to
avoid traditional meter reading, save human resources, improve
the accuracy and prevent the power theft. In this paper, a remote
monitoring of energy meter and digital billing system is
inaugurated through GSM 900. For monitoring server, major
programming languages had been introduced to relate the
methodologies, execute logical functions, store data in a database
and send the monthly bill to the consumer cell phone number and
finally disconnect the unpaid consumer.
Keywords—GSM 900, Server, Bill, Energy meter, Electricity

I. INTRODUCTION
Electricity, one of the most important sectors for the economic
development of a country is used for the various purposes. In
the perspective of Bangladesh; energy infrastructure is quite
small, insufficient and poorly managed. The installed electric
generation capacity was 10289 MW in January 2014 only
three-fourth of which is considered to be available. Problems
in the Bangladesh's electric power sector are included many
technical and non-technical losses. Meter tampering, illegal
means of electricity bill payment and so on are included in the
non-technical loss. Due to this non-technical reasons 5-7%
power losses of total generated power.
Besides this, the residential meter billing system is not
appropriate due to the irregular inspection of the meter data
and most often these bills are prepared from assumption.
That's why consumer has to suffer for this inconsistent billing
though they use the approximately same energy in each
month. Based on the above requirements, the network meterreading management system is developed. This system is
based on network technology, automatic meter-reading
technology, and modern management ideas, which can realize
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Wired techniques belong a lot of hurdles such as installation
problem, complexity and cost also matter in the case of a
long haul. In rural Areas, it is really sophisticated to install the
wired system to convey the information. Due to the limitations
of range and also of the efficiency, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Infrared
are not well suited for data trans receiving. In this perspective,
the wireless system based on GSM/GPRS is well known. It
can play a vital role in load forecasting, complex tariff rate set
up, cash card bill payment, system protection, and power

GPRS based AMR is installed in remote locations near HT,
LT consumers, DTRS and FEEDERS. In the AMR in 3-phase
4-wire meter, the communication from a modem to meter use
RS-232 and from a modem to server the communication is
done using GPRS[17].
III.LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING AMR SYSTEMS
No scalability and weak security are the two disadvantages of
current and traditional AMR systems, based on centralized
point-to-point modem or radio connections. A pool of modems
is required in the central system to collect and process all
energy meter value for the parallel accession to any meters as
possible. For the acquisition of hundreds of thousands of
meters value in every minute this system is not very well
scaled. The radio based system can be intercepted and the
regular Internet protocol is not secure unless an alternative
secured protocol such as https is used [18]. Besides these, in
bill payment system these systems are incapable of mitigating
the problems mentioned above. The human error can open an
opportunity for corruption done by the human meter reader.
So the problem which arises in the billing system can become
inaccurate and inefficient.
IV.METHODOLOGY

Fig. 1. Complete system in a community

The system proposed in this paper is divided into two
sections.
1. Consumer end
2. Server end
In server end a GSM modem with other necessary circuitry
is installed in all consumers' premises. Data acquisition from
energy meter the blinking LED of a meter is used. From
energy meter specifications the per unit LED impulse rate can
be achieved. Impulse rate of energy meter used in this project
is 1600imp/Kwh. So per 0.000625Kwh LED will give one
impulse. In this system, LED impulses are sensed by LDR.
This LDR and LED complete setup were enshrouded with a
black cover so that the external light source can't effect on the
functionality of the LDR. For each impulse the resistance
value of LDR is changed and changing of current is measured
by Arduino Mega 2560. Arduino Mega 2560 count 16 pulses
and calculate used energy and add 0.01Kwh with previous
data.
Let, Pervious used energy = 0.25Kwh.
For each LED impulse KWH is = 0.000625Kwh
After 16 LED impulse KWH is = 0.000625Kwh × 16
= 0.01Kwh
Total used energy after 16 LED impulse = (0.25 + 0.01) Kwh
= 0.26Kwh
After 16 LED impulses, the total used energy is displayed in
LCD and sends to the server through GSM 900 by an SMS
containing the information of meter id and currently usage
energy. The equation given bellow calculates Bill.
Regular Bill = (Current Used Energy – Paid Used Energy)
×Per Unit Cost.
In server end, this SMS is received by another GSM 900
module as a string. This string is segmented and a program in

stealing defense. This system is more user-friendly, reliable,
accurate, and cost-effective.
II.RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION
The present system of energy metering as well as billing in
Bangladesh which uses electromechanical and somewhere
digital energy meter is error prone and it consumes more
time and labor[6]. Billing automation systems for public
utilities (e.g. electricity, gas and water) have been widely
studied and implemented in developed countries across the
world. The modern era of Automated Meter Reading (AMR)
started in 1985; since then different techniques have been
utilized to get better reliability and performance [7]. Therefore
currently in developed countries, many successful AMR
systems are being used to facilitate the consumers of water,
gas or electricity. Reference [8], [9], [10] have proposed AMR
using GSM network. In this system, the GSM network is used
in the AMR to send the data using GSM modem by sending
Short Messaging System (SMS) containing the information of
the total power usage reading [11],[12]. Reference [13]
inaugurates a secure and scalable automated meter. This
project uses existing local ISPs instead of requiring its own set
of proprietary communication infrastructure. It consists of an
embedded microprocessor system, based on embedded Linux,
and a modem. Distributed structure based on wireless sensor
networks are comprised of measure meters, sensor nodes, data
collectors (gateway), management center (server) and wireless
communication network. Communication systems based on
ZigBee communication network is employed in the remote
real-time automatic meter reading system[3],[14],[15],[16].
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C# form application execute many logical and arithmetical
functions to achieve required information such as Meter issue
date, Paid used energy, Last date of payment, Payment status,
Present used energy and bill shown in Fig. 2.In the server, all
information about the consumer is stored in Mysql Database.

From the consumer unit, the information of energy usage will
be sent to the server unit through the GSM module. In
consumer unit, there are interrupting relay and LCD. Fig. 5
shows the block diagrams of server unit where GSM module,
Arduino Mega 2560 and server computer also exist.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of server unit
Fig. 2. C# Form application with different information about consumer

In server unit, GSM modem interfaced with a computer which
always receives SMS from consumer end and many logical
functions are executed by it to display information about the
user, used energy and bill status. From Fig.6 a flowchart has
given to describe the whole system briefly. By pressing the
start button, the energy meter will be initialized and then the
data will be acquired from the blinking of LED where each
pulse will contain a specific amount of energy. After
performing arithmetic and logical operation this data will be
shown in a LED display for the easy inspection of the
consumer. Then the acquired data will be processed and then
transmit through the GSM to the server unit. The server unit
GSM module will receive the transmit data and by processing
this received data it will be shown on the server computer. The
received data will be updated gradually and then stored in the
database after performing the arithmetic and logical
operation.

The consumer can check his previous used energy status from
database in server shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Data stored in MySQL Database

V. BLOCK AND FLOW DIAGRAM
There are two-way communications between the consumer
end and server end. So the whole system has two parts, one is
consumer unit and the other is server unit. Fig. 4 shows the
block diagram of consumer unit which consists of energy
meter, Arduino, GSM module, LCD, interrupting relay for
developing the system particular work.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of consumer unit

Fig. 6. Flowchart of complete system
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After a given period as per the consumed power, the amount
of bill will be prepared for every consumer and it will be
notified the consumer by sending SMS from the server. If any
customer is unable to pay the bill within a period his/her
energy meter will be disconnected by initiating the
interrupting relay. Whenever the consumer would be able to
pay his/her previous bill, the interrupted line will establish its
connection by getting a command from the server.
VI. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In server unit, shown in Fig. 7 a GSM module and a server
computer .is used. The GSM module receives data from the
consumer energy meter and this received data will be
uploaded to the server.

Fig. 9. Monthly bill SMS and Bill payment SMS

Hence the total implemented cost of the proposed system was
approximately 17000BDT for a single user and server.As one
server which cost 9000 BDT to build, can be used to monitor
multiple users, the consumer has to pay approximately 8000
BDT to set up the meter. Large of this amount were spent on
buying energy meter, GSM module, and Arduino accordingly.
VII. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Server
screen

Based on SMS for data transmission, there is propagation
delay between the relay command and relay response. Table. 1
incurs the delay time after the execution of a command.
Table. 1.Relay Response analysis
Time(s)
Relay Response

Server end GSM
900
Fig. 7. Server unit

In consumer end, the arrangement consists of load, energy
meter, LCD, GSM module etc. Each of the units has specific
work and thus comprising the whole consumer end system.
Consumer unit system is shown in Fig. 8.

GSM
900

LCD
Display

Energy
Meter

Response 01

7.98

Response 02

7.33

Response 03

8.26

Response 04

7.75

Response 05

7.69

Response 06

6.98

Response 07

7.88

Response 08

7.39

Response 09

7.26

Response 10

6.68

Fig. 10 shows the graphical interpretation of relay circuit
operation with respect to time.
Load

Relay

Fig. 8. Consumer Unit

After a month Bill SMS is received by consumer like as in
Fig. 9(left). It informs consumer the used energy in last month
and bill. The process of paying bill is also presented in Fig.
9(right). If the bill is not paid within due time operator of the
server can easily isolate consumer load by remotely operating
relay.

Fig. 10. Relay responses with respect to time
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Table.2 shows the intermittent time between two sent SMS.

Student hall
Pump

Table. 2.Time elapsed between two sent SMS
Load(watt)
Time between

PME
building,
bank, and
canteen

two SMS(s)

200

194.72

400

92.16

600

67.2

1100

24.48

227
227

50
50

55.6
22.72

17.53
10.99

230

50

32.67

8.74

These data are used in Fig. 12 simulation of consumer end.

It can be inferred from the graph in Fig. 11 that with the
increasing of load the time elapsed between two sent SMS
decreasing.

Fig. 12. Matlab simulation of Consumer end

The voltage and current signals are sent from the V-I
measurement block by specifying them a different identity to
capture them in the receiver block.
B. Monitoring server
The control server consists of receiving unit, power measuring
unit and display unit. The combinations of these units are
given Fig. 13.

Fig. 11. Load Vs. Time elapsed between two sent SMS

VIII. SYSTEM SIMULATION
Proposed system in this paper is simulated in both Proteus and
Matlab (version R2013a) and in Matlab, the required blocks
are in the Simulink. The aim of this work is to monitor the
remote load created in Matlab/Simulink. The whole system
consists of two parts: consumer and monitoring server.
A. Consumer
The modeling of consumer end comprises a power source,
voltage and current measuring units and loads. The distributed
loads in Chittagong University of Engineering And
Technology (CUET) campus were used for the simulation data
mentioned in TABLE. 3.
Load
12-storied
building
Teachers
and
officers’
quarters
VC office
and preengineering
building

TABLE. 3. Load distribution in CUET campus
Average
Frequency
Real
Reactive
voltage
(Hz)
power
power
(Vrms)
(kW)
(kvar)

226

50

33.93

17.33

225

50

32.6

22.07

227

50

46.22

18.31

Fig. 13. Monitoring server

The receiver block receives the signal from the consumer end
V-I measurement block according to their specification and
then processed in the power block to separate the real power
and reactive power.
C. Proteus simulation
The system is also simulated in Proteus(Version 7.2). The
Fig.14 shows the system consumer unit where we use Arduino
mega symbol, a serial port which is connected with Arduino
Rx-Tx line for data communication. In this circuit, the relay is
used for interrupting the circuit operation from the live line.
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Fig. 14.System simulation

There is also an LCD monitor that shows the instant state of
the meter unit, bill and also counting the pulse.
IX. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

For the advancement of the digital billing system, our system
is one step ahead with a new beneficial feature for the
consumer as well as the energy provider along with regular
monitoring and remote load controlling which has ensured the
system reliability than the previously developed system.
X.CONCLUSION

For proper management of electrical energy as well as to raise
the level of consciousness among the people about the usage
of electrical power precisely, smart metering is the best
solution on this aspect. Regular monitoring of load and digital
billing system gives the measurement system more reliability
and accuracy. Development of smart metering with the use of
GSM technology provides enormous advantages over the
previously developed system. The system data transmission is
based on the standard SMS rates. Thus the charges are
independent of the duration of the data transmission. The
ability of this scheme is to eradicate the drawback of serial
communication that makes the system more efficient. The
prime prospect of this project is to implement wireless
computerized monitoring and mobile billing system.
Seemingly this system will prevent the power theft by
tempering the energy meter as for regular monitoring it.
Moreover, it helps to lessen the required workforce for meter
readings as well as also decreasing human error factor almost
nil, since the reading of meter is digital now. Thus the power
provider company will be profited instead of incurring losses.
However, the generated bill will be available to the consumer
through SMS. Therefore a cost efficient and easily
comprehensible service of automatic meter reading and digital
billing system is ensured.
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